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ABSTRACT
Background and aims: Colonoscopy without sedation costs less and is more
convenient than sedated colonoscopy and is the main mode of examination in
our settings. The aims of the present study is to determine the percentage of
patients who can successfully undergo unsedated colonoscopy and the factors
contributing to patient satisfaction following the examination.
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Material and Methods: Demographic, clinical, and colonoscopy related
data were prospectively evaluated in 113 patients undergoing unsedated
colonoscopy by an experienced endoscopist during the period of October 2015
to January 2016 at a single hospital based endoscopy setup. All colonoscopies
routinely began without sedation and was curtailed if the patient or physician
desired. Age, sex, prior abdominal operation, pain during examination and the
time required to complete the colonoscopy were recorded. The patients were
asked to rate their pain on scale of 0 to 10, their satisfaction and willingness to
undergo colonoscopy without sedation in future if required.
Results: In a total of 113 patients (mean age of 54.01 years) undergoing sedation
free colonoscopy, 108 (95.5%) required no sedation. Complete colonoscopy
was done in 106 of the 108 and 110 of the 113 patients. The mean pain score
was 2.58 in an average time taken of 11.9 minutes. Average time for intubation
taken in post-operative patients (n=20) was 12.24 minutes. 96(84.9%) of the
patients were completely or well satisfied with the examination and 7(6.2%)
were not satisfied with the procedure. There was not much difference in pain
perception or satisfaction based on gender.
Conclusion: Colonoscopy without sedation can be completed successfully in a
vast majority of patients with proper technique by experienced endoscopist.
The practice saves time and money and patients are willing to return for future
examinations if required. The facility of sedation should be present if required
for any reason.

of sedation or colonoscopy under anaesthesia makes it an

INTRODUCTION
Colonoscopy has become an indispensible tool for screening,
diagnostic as well as therapeutic purposes for lower
gastrointestinal diseases. Colonoscopy in patients can be
done under sedation or without sedation ,determined by
local factors to a large extent.1 The direct and indirect cost
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expensive proposition and has got many disadvantages.2In
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many countries colonoscopy is performed mostly under deep

blocking the view or the passage of colonoscope. Colonoscopic

sedation whereas in other place most colonoscopies are done

examination was performed using a videocolonoscope(Fujinon

without sedation.3,4 The preparation time for the procedure is

EC530) using air for insufflation and assisted by a trained

increased. In colonoscopy under sedation the cost of nursing

nurse. The assessment was made by another trained nurse

staff and covering anesthesiologist, requirement of recovery

who was an observer. The primary endpoint of the present

area and equipments are all added onto the procedure cost

investigation was overall pain scores. Secondary endpoints

.5

which makes it quite expensive The patients also require more

was overall satisfaction assessed on a 10-point visual analogue

preparation and presence of accompanying person for the post

scale (VAS) before and after the examination. The grading of

procedure period besides requiring extra time for recovery.

the VAS were as follows: for pain: 0 = no pain at all, 10 = worst

Comfort during and after colonoscopy represents a major issue

possible pain; for bloating or post procedure discomfort was

for patient tolerance and acceptance, recommended longer

also recorded on four point scale varying from no bloating to

withdrawal times at the same time keeping the cost low.

severe discomfort. Acceptance of the procedure was graded

Unsedated colonoscopy has been the standard in our country

into four categories: Excellent, good, fair and poor or not

and in many places around the world.6 There have been very

acceptable at all.

few studies on colonoscopy without sedation from our part of
region.7

During the procedure all patient were monitored for non
invasive blood pressure (NIBP), pulse, oxygen saturation and

Sedated colonoscopy has many downside associated with

ECG monitoring using monitors. As quality indicators and

opportunity cost and the fiscal cost of sedation itself which act

characteristics of the performed colonoscopy time to reach

as barriers to examination.8 In this prospective study we aim to

the ileum or caecum, withdrawal time, length of intervention,

observe the patient experience and acceptance of unsedated

procedural length, and the number and the size (>1 cm, <1 cm,

colonoscopy and successful examination under our settings.

small polyp <5mm) of removed polyps were assessed. Patient
and observer perception of pain was recorded; quality of
bowel preparation and success in visualization of caecum was

Material and Methods

also noted and tabulated.9 Supplemental oxygen and venous

All patients undergoing colonoscopy during the period of June
to November 2015 were prospectively evaluated and included
in the study.

lines were available for but not used in these patients. The
study was discontinued if the patients developed significant
discomfort, severe pain or unable to tolerate the procedure.
Finally, peri-procedural complications were registered as well

Indoor patients or patients having known conditions

as time to discharge, cutting short the procedure due to pain

precluding unsedated colonoscopy like recent AMI ,significant

or discomfort, oxygen supply, and other medication given were

discomfort or comorbidity, or those undergoing additional

noted. The patients were asked at discharge to fill out the post

procedures were excluded from the study. The study was

procedure survey regarding pain, bloating, and satisfaction.

approved by the Institutional review board. Written patient
consent was obtained for each patient for colonoscopy and
for the study receiving patient study information including an
informed consent section on a visit at the scheduling or earlier
consultation. Referral details and initial diagnosis, age sex
weight of the patients were recorded before the procedure.

Statistical analysis
The observed data was tabulated and entered into Microsoft
excel files and further analyzed.

Bowel preparation was done in a standard manner using
polyethelene glycol in 2-2.5 liters of electrolyte solution taken
12-18 hours before the examination on an OPD basis. Patients
continued taking clear liquids orally. The endoscopist graded
the quality of bowel preparation as grade 1 if colon was clearly
visualized with no stool, grade 2 as satisfactory with small
amount of stool but not blocking the visualization and grade
3 where the colon preparation was unsatisfactory with stool

RESULTS
In total 113 patients were present in the study and underwent
colonoscopy without sedation. In the 53 were males and 60
were females (53.09%). The average age the study group was
54.01 varying from 26 to 84 years. The patients demographics
is shown in table 1. In the study group of the total patients 111
were able to complete the procedure without sedation.
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Table 1. Patient Characteristics at presentation
Total number of Patients

113

reliability and technical ease of examination.9
Colonoscopy could be completed in 110 patients; 52 males
and 58 females. 3 patients requested to pause the examination

Age (years)
Mean
Range

54.01
26 years to 84 Years

Gender
Males
Females

53 (46.9%)
60 (53.1%)

Indications for Colonoscopy
Chief Complaint

due to discomfort which was subsequently completed under
sedation. In 27 patients maximum pain occurred at the time
of intubation of ascending colon and in 12 at the approximate
level of transverse colon.
Of the 113 patients, the colonoscopy was normal in 46 patients.
Colonic polyp was the most common diagnosis(n=20,17.7%),

Bleeding

23 (20.35%)

inflammatory bowel disease was present in 7(6.2%)patients,

Anemia

21 (18.6%)

colorectal mass seen in 5 patients. Nineteen(16.81%) patients

Abdominal Pain

19 (14.6)

had non- specific colitis or Proctitis and 21 patients had

Diarrhoea

10 (8.8)

haemorrhoids in some cases associated with other pathology

Constipation

6 (5.3%)

as well.

Bloating/Incomplete evacuation

12 (10.6%)

Irritable bowel syndrome

4 (3.5%)

Others

18 (15.92%)

Pain and Procedure acceptance

Patient with previous abdominal 20 (12 females, 8 males)
operations

The average pain score was 2.58 on a scale of 0 to 10 (0 to 8)

Complete examination up till caecum was achieved in 109

Amongst those who had previous abdominal operations (n=20)

patients. The time taken to reach caecum was similar in both

the average pain score was 3.02. the difference was quite small

males and females; the average time of caecal intubation

and non significant. The average pain score as assessed by the

being 11.86 minutes. The study was considered successful

observer 38 patients had minimal or no pain. 44 patients had

if the colonoscope could be passed to the caecum or into

transient pain or small amount of pain( score 2-4). 26 patients

terminal ileum. Caecal intubation was achieved in 109 out of

complained of pain multiple times and 6 patients had severe

113 patients including 2 patients who required sedation.

pain or curtailed their procedure.

20 patients had history of prior abdominal operations 12

Thirty six (31.8%) complained of bothersome bloating following

females and 8 males. The female patient had mostly undergone

the procedure and this was not bothersome in others.

hysterectomy or cholecystectomy while the male patients
had undergone emergency abdominal surgery including
Appendicectomy. The pain reporting by patient who had
undergone abdominal operations was 3.02 which was slightly
more than 2.48 when compared to rest of the study group.

amongst those who had complete examination up till caecum.

The average patient satisfaction score was 7.48 on Visual
Analog Scale. Fifty nine( 52%)patients were highly happy with
their examination, 32 were satisfied and 6 were uncomfortable
and very dissatisfied.

The indication for colonoscopy included Rectal bleeding
(n=23,20.35%), abdominal pain(19,16.8%), loose stool or
constipation(10 and 6 respectively) or irregular bowel habit(4),
bloating or incomplete evacuation(12) and others(18). Some
patients had more than one complaint at presentation.
As per the bowel preparation criteria, the bowel preparation
was adequate in 106 patients and inadequate in 7 patients.
Complete examination could not be completed in 3 patients
following presence of stool. Bowel preparation in most patients
was adequate with 86 patient had very good preparation,
20 had good or satisfactory preparation and 7 patients had
unsatisfactory preparation. Good preparation increases the
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Procedure time
The average time taken to complete the caecal intubation
was 11.9 minutes with time ranging from 8.1 minutes to 24
(SD±2.17) minutes amongst those who underwent complete
examination without sedation.
Satisfaction from the procedure as measured by post procedure
scoring and willingness to repeat the procedure if required
was quite high with 91 (80.5%) satisfied or highly satisfied.
Sixteen (14.15%) patients found unsedated colonoscopy to be
fair or had no opinion regarding future preference. Six (5.3%)
patients were not satisfied or wanted sedation or some other
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intervention in subsequent sitting. Table 2
Table 2. Outcome of Colonoscopy Examination

The use of routine sedation is to an extent dependent upon
cultural factors and practice patterns.13,14,15,16 Routine sedation
has been shown to slightly increase complications and may

Total Number of Patients

113

also cause bradycardia or episodes of hypoxia and rarely

Complete Examination till Caecum/
ileum

109 (Unsedated
107)

death due to these complications.2,13,17In our institution

Findings:
Normal
Polyps
Non specific Colitis/Proctitis
Colonic mass
Tuberculosis
Ulcerative colitis
Haemorrhoids

46
20
19
5
6
7
21(incl. those with
other pathology)

most colonoscopy examinations are done without sedation
with presence of backup anaesthesia in the same facility for
rescue in case it is needed. The procedure is widely accepted
amongst patients as no admission or extended observation is
required, requirement of escort or assistance is also reduced
thus keeping overall cost of the procedure low and increasing
the acceptability of the procedure. In this study of 113 patients
none had severe changes in heart rate or fall in oxygen
saturation below 93% of SpO2.

Incomplete examination
Inadequate bowel preparation
Pain during procedure
Technical difficulty

5
3
2( required sedation)
1

Time for examination

11.9 minutes

greater acceptability amongst patients

Bowel preparation quality
1
2
3

86
20
7

mishaps. 2 In this study of 113 patients; none of the patients

59
32
16
6

In 36 patients colonoscopy could be completed with minimal

Satisfaction with the procedure
Highly satisfied
Good
Fair
Poor or
Not satisfied

In some countries sedation during colonoscopy is much
more prevalent as it provides pain free experience and has
18,19

but may have

more complication like bleeding, perforation and anaesthesia
had bradycardia or hypoxic episodes (oxygen saturation falling
below 93%) during the procedure.
pain(pain score<2) while 46 had mild to moderate pain
at times during the examination. Two had severe pain or
discomfort such that it was later completed under sedation.
This finding is similar to those found in study by Turkish study

Average time taken
Average time taken in post
operative Patients(20)

11.84 (Standard
deviation ±2.17)
minutes
12.24 minutes

and in Cataldo et al.5, 17 There was not much of a difference
between older and younger cohorts of patients’ perception
of pain as documented by Holme et al., they also find that an
age of less than 40 years, diverticulitis and previous surgery as
having increases incidence of pain in unsedated colonoscopy.
In Saudi Arabian study by AlJabreen average pain score was

18

DISCUSSION

5.7 for the unsedated group which was marginally higher

Video colonoscopy is one of the primary investigations in

than that seen in our study with 7.5% having bad experience

screening and detection of colorectal cancer and other causes

in unsedated colonoscopy.19 In their study Petrini et al. had

of lower gastrointestinal bleeding. Negotiating an optical

99% caecal intubation rate but this was much lower in case of

colonoscope thorough the lower GI tract along the multiple

females.20

bends and variations in anatomy can be painful and possibly
cause multiple complications depending upon the instruments
used, physician proficiency or patient related factors like
adhesions and apprehension. Other factors causing pain and
dissatisfaction can be related to endoscopist, over insufflation,
loop formation, stiffness of scope and anatomical or visual
distortions. A number of studies have been done to improve
on these factors like using carbon dioxide (CO2) or water
instillation, change of techniques or magnetic positional
endoscopes.10,11,12

In this study complete colonoscopy examination could be
done in 96% of the patients. There is not much difference in
the proportions of complete examination between sedated
and non sedated patients. Aljebreen et al had a completion
rate of 85.9% vs. 84.2% with an average examination time
of 11.8 minutes and significantly early discharge of patients
in 20.7 minutes on average in unsedated persons.2177.3%
of patients in the unsedated group were willing to undergo
similar repeat examination vs. 83.3% in the sedated group.
Petrini had a completion rate of 81.3% while Takahashi et al
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had completion rate of 99% in their study.11,20As per Yu et al

be completed comfortably in 94% of the patients. 26 Mizukami

the completion rate was 98% and there was high correlation

et al. have described collapse and submergence method to

between the Endoscopist and pain free examination of the

avoid pain associated with air inflation and achieved excellent

colon till caecum.

Completing the examination in single

results. 24 Leung et al. in their study of unsedated colonoscopy

sitting is important as it obviates the need to reexamine

by trainee found the success rate to be quite good and well

or reschedule; thus negating the advantages of unsedated

accepted by the patients.27

10

colonoscopy besides increasing the cost. Petrini et al. find
that previous operations caused the unsedated complete
examination to drop significantly to just 67%. As per Cotton
PB the completeness rate of discomfort examination was
operator dependent wherein 55% of colonoscopies achieved
a caecal intubation rate of >90% and for 9% of physicians this
was less than 80% of examinations.22

Overall in sedated and on demand sedation with water method
good outcomes while most responders did not recommend
unsedated colonoscopy.4 Similarly Madan A. et al had very
low acceptance rate of unsedated colonoscopy amongst
healthcare workers and Siao-Salera et al. in their survey
of medical personnel found overwhelming preference for
endoscopy under sedation.28,29 As per Early DS et al. patients

In south Asia region there is no national program for

were much more accepting of colonoscopy without sedation

colorectal cancer screening so most colonoscopies are done

after the procedure.30

in symptomatic patients and quite a large number of people
have unattended surgical or endoscopy requirement that
are ignored.23 In our group of patients 23(20.35%) of the
examination was for bleeding , 21(18.5%) for anemia. The
indications are shown in table 1. The incidence is similar

In our study the patient acceptability is quite good with
proper pre procedure counseling and nursing support as
demonstrated by willingness to undergo similar procedure in
future if required.

to those seen in the Turkish study with bleeding being the
most common cause. In a Saudi Arabian study by Aljebreen
in unsedated patients study the most frequent indication

CONCLUSION

was rectal bleeding (24%) followed by pain, diarrhea and

Unsedated colonoscopy is feasible and well accepted in 95%

constipation.

of patients who accept the procedure. With proper technique

17,19

The barriers to acceptance of unsedated colonoscopy are
the perceived pain and anticipatory anxiety induced by
that. According to Mizukami and study from Taiwan pain is
dependent on the endoscopist and the technique used.24,25
Discomfort and pain are related to bowel wall distention as well
as mesenteric stretch. Avoidance of over distention while using
air insufflation keeps the patient comfortable. Herman in his
study had a failure rate of just 5%. In our study the study could

and allaying of patient fears it can be done in most people.
Some patients do require sedation. The major advantages of
this procedure are the reduced expenditure, fast recovery
and minimal observation required after completing the
Colonoscopy, all of this matter in our circumstances. A
larger randomized study comparing unsedated to sedated
colonoscopy with patient satisfaction and quality parameters
will be helpful.

May;49(5):566–72.
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